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CRM is the easiest app for relationship 
management with existing and potential 
customers of any enterprise. It accelerates 
the process of business lead capturing
and qualifying, as well as keeps track of 
the communications for managing 
interactions between the company and 
existing or potential customers.

Account Management
Creating a new account and 
contact or assigning a contact 
in an account allows users to 
connect store and share the 
details of potential customers.

Highly Customizable
Fully customize CRM with a drag-
and-drop design editor. Anyone can 
configure the application to meet 
specific business requirements 
without any coding required.

Mobile App
CRM introduced CRM-on-the-go 
enabling mobile apps for Android and 
iOS. Now reporting becomes more 
flexible for the sales team and there is no 
chance to omit any single opportunity.

Analytics Dashboard
The sophisticated analytical dashboard 
helps decision makers to take the 
decision from the previous sales data, 
and activity logs considering different 
business perspective.

Product Integration
Add, modify, and update your product 
line in CRM to integrate with customer’s 
account. This amazing feature of CRM 
helps to design promotional offers, 
campaigns, customized offerings for 
the targeted accounts to boost the 
sales.

Email Notification
CRM sends automatic email and In-App 
notifications to the users regarding every 
single update of any open tasks, or deals.

Everything in One Place
Improves business communication by syncing all customer query, 
quotation, solution, negotiation, and service in one place.

Deal More Efficiently
Optimizes tasks, processes and anyone from the team can 
deal with the customers to provide personalized service.

Be More Productive
Web and Mobile App facilitates working on the go that accelerate 
productive sales activities, and ensure high response rate.
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Can you believe that you get all of this for 
only $10/user/month?*

Why not give us a try with a 14-day free trial!

*annual payment required

Check out some additional apps in our marketplace:

With CloudApper, you can instantly customize any app in our marketplace or make new apps in no time!

What else can CloudApper do for you?
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CloudApper Value Points

Instantly customize any app 
with our intuitive design editor

Make new apps in days, 
not months

Seamlessly share 
data between apps

CloudApper is only $10/user/month 
(paid annually) for unlimited apps!

Save money by consolidating 
apps under a single platform

http://www.cloudapper.com/

